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1. Introduction
In this paper we discuss the properties of harmonic functions on Alexandrov spaces with nonnegative Ricci curvature in
the sense of Zhang and Zhu [20,21]. Recall that the classical Liouville theorem states that any bounded (or even just positive)
harmonic function on Euclidean spaces is constant. Around 1974, Yau [17] extended the classical Liouville theorem of
complex analysis to complete noncompact manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature. Later, by means of gradient estimate,
Cheng and Yau [2] proved that any harmonic function with sublinear growth on an open manifold with nonnegative Ricci
curvature must be constant. In [10], Li deﬁned the notations H+(M) and H∞(M) to be the spaces spanned by positive
harmonic functions and bounded harmonic functions on M , respectively. Then Yau’s Liouville theorem can be expressed as
dimH+(M) = 1 or dimH∞(M) = 1. In this direction, as further investigation, Yau [18] raised the following conjecture.
Conjecture. (See Yau [18].) For an openmanifold M with nonnegative Ricci curvature, the space of harmonic functions with polynomial
growth of a ﬁxed rate deﬁned on M is ﬁnite dimensional.
For an n-dimensional open manifold Mn with nonnegative Ricci curvature, ﬁxed a point x0 ∈ Mn and given d > 0, we
denote the linear space of harmonic functions of polynomial growth of degree at most d by Hd(Mn), i.e.,
Hd
(
Mn
)= {u is a harmonic function on Mn: ∣∣u(x)∣∣ C(1+ |xx0|d)}.
In [3], Colding and Minicozzi aﬃrmatively resolved the above Yau’s conjecture. About one year later, they [4] also gave a
sharp dimension estimate of the space Hd(Mn). Precisely, they showed that there exists some constant C < +∞ such that
dimHd(Mn) Cdn−1. As we know, for each positive integer d, the space Hd(Rn) is of dimension
dimHd
(
R
n)= Cdn+d−1 + Cd−1n+d−2 ∼ 2(n − 1)!dn−1.
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Concerning this dimension estimate, in [11], Li provided an elegant short proof by mean value inequality.
Recently, Zhang and Zhu [20,21] introduced a new deﬁnition for lower Ricci curvature bounds on Alexandrov spaces.
Hence we can generalize the notion of nonnegative Ricci curvature from Riemannian manifolds setting to Alexandrov spaces.
As we know, Alexandrov spaces extend the research objects of differential geometry from Riemannian manifolds to singular
spaces. In the last few years, plenty of fruitful results on Alexandrov spaces were obtained. In the framework of Alexan-
drov spaces, Burago, Gromov and Perelman [1] provided plenty of fundamental ideas. Perelman [13] introduced SC and
DC functions on Alexandrov spaces. Sturm [16] and Lott and Villani [12], independently, introduced curvature-dimension
condition CD(k,n) on metric measure spaces. Kuwae and Shioya in [8,9] introduced an inﬁnitesimal version of the Bishop–
Gromov comparison condition, denoted by BG(k,n). The condition CD(k,n) or BG(k,n) implies Poincaré inequality and
Bishop–Gromov volume comparison and hence doubling property. And for n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds, it holds
Ric k (in the classical sense) ⇔ CD(k,n) ⇔ BG(k,n).
By notion of “Ricci curvature has a lower bound k” introduced by Zhang and Zhu, on an n-dimensional Alexandrov space X ,
the condition Ric k implies that X satisﬁes conditions CD(k,n) and BG(k,n), i.e., for n-dimensional Alexandrov spaces,
Ric k (in the sense of Zhang–Zhu) ⇒ CD(k,n) ⇒ BG(k,n).
Return to the result of Colding and Minicozzi, in fact, they proved the dimension estimate exactly under the conditions of
doubling property and Poincaré inequality in Riemannian manifolds setting. Then a natural question is: for an n-dimensional
Alexandrov space X satisﬁes condition Ric 0 (hence CD(0,n) and BG(0,n)), if it holds dimHd(X) Cdn−1? In the present
paper, we will answer this question. Particularly, we show the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be an n-dimensional complete noncompact Alexandrov space with nonnegative Ricci curvature and ∂ X = ∅. Then
dimHd(X) C(n)dn−1 for any d ∈R+ .
Theorem 1.1 is basically motivated by the work [4] of Colding and Minicozzi, in which they showed the above dimension
estimate for the space of harmonic functions on open manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature. In fact, as they noted, the
processes of the proof of Colding and Minicozzi can be carried out under very little regularity of the metric. For Alexandrov
space X , under the condition of Theorem 1.1, we will show that the doubling property, Poincaré inequality and the reverse
Poincaré inequality hold. And hence Colding and Minicozzi’s conclusion is valid for Alexandrov space.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we shall recall some notions and preliminary results on harmonic functions and Alexandrov spaces. Let
X be an n-dimensional Alexandrov space and vol denote the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure on X . We denote the metric
measure space by (X, | · ·|,vol). Let Mnk be the n-dimensional complete simply connected space form of constant sectional
curvature k. We call M2k the k-plane. Let x0 ∈ X , vol(B(x0, r)) denote the Hausdorff measure of concentric geodesic balls
B(x0, r) ⊂ X . In the sequel, the notations B(x0, r) and Br denote geodesic balls in X with radius of r.
2.1. Alexandrov space
A metric space (X, | · ·|) is called a length space if and only if for any two points x, y ∈ X , the distance between x and y
is given by
|xy| = inf
γxy
Length(γxy),
where the inﬁmum is taken over all curves γxy in X which connect x and y. A length space X is called a geodesic space if
and only if, for each pair of points x, y ∈ X , the distance |xy| is realized as the length of a rectiﬁable curve connecting x
and y. Such distance-realizing curve, parameterized by arc-length, is called minimal geodesic. (This geodesic is not required
to be unique.)
Given any k ∈R, we say that a length space X locally has curvature  k if and only if each point p ∈ X has a neighborhood
U (p) ⊂ X such that for each quadruple of points {z, x1, x2, x3} ⊂ U (p),
	˜ kx1zx2 + 	˜ kx2zx3 + 	˜ kx3zx1  2π, (2.1)
where 	˜ kx1zx2, 	˜ kx2zx3 and 	˜ kx3zx1 are the comparison angles in the k-plane. That is, 	˜ kxzy is the angle at z¯ of a triangle

x¯z¯ y¯ with side lengths |x¯z¯| = |xz|, |z¯ y¯| = |zy| and |x¯ y¯| = |xy| in the k-plane. We say that a length space X globally has
curvature  k if the inequality (2.1) holds for any quadruple of points {z, x1, x2, x3} ⊂ X .
Proposition 2.1. We note that, for a complete length space, X which locally has curvature  k is equivalent to X which globally has
curvature  k. For more details we refer the reader to [1,16].
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with curvature  k (for short, we say X to be an Alexandrov space), if it is locally compact.
Remark 2.3. The basic example of Alexandrov space with curvature  k is Riemannian manifold without boundary or with
locally convex boundary, whose sectional curvature is not less than k.
Remark 2.4. Since a complete and locally compact length space is a geodesic space (refer to [16]), we know that an Alexan-
drov space is, of course, a geodesic space.
In the last several years, the notion of curvature on Alexandrov spaces has been generalized. Sturm [16] and Lott and Vil-
lani [12], independently, introduced curvature-dimension condition CD(k,n) on metric measure spaces. Kuwae and Shioya
[8,9] raise the condition of BG(k,n). Based on these two conditions, Zhang and Zhu [20] deﬁned the lower Ricci curva-
ture bounds on Alexandrov spaces. It means that, in some sense, geometricians had extended the curvature condition on
Alexandrov spaces from sectional curvature to Ricci curvature. Refer to [1,8,9,12,16,20] for further details.
2.2. Harmonic functions
Here we mean harmonic functions on Alexandrov spaces in the sense of Petrunin [14]. Let X be an n-dimensional
Alexandrov space and let Ω be a bounded open domain in X . We denote by Lip(Ω) the set of Lipschitz continuous functions
on Ω and by Lip0(Ω) the set of Lipschitz continuous functions on Ω with compact support in Ω . The closer of set of
Lipschitz continuous functions Lip(Ω) in norm
‖u‖W 1,2(Ω) := ‖u‖L2(Ω) + |||∇u|||L2(Ω)
is called Sobolev space W 1,2(Ω), where ‖u‖L2(Ω) =
∫
Ω
u2 and |||∇u|||L2(Ω) =
∫
Ω
|∇u|2. We denote the closure of Lip0(Ω) by
W 1,20 (Ω). As we know, the canonical Dirichlet form E is deﬁned by
E(u, v) :=
∫
Ω
〈∇u,∇v〉, for u, v ∈ W 1,2(Ω).
For a Lipschitz function u ∈ W 1,2(Ω), when Ω ⊂ X , the Laplacian of u as a signed Radon measure is deﬁned by∫
Ω
φu = −
∫
Ω
〈∇φ,∇u〉 = −E(u, φ) (2.2)
for all Lipschitz function φ with compact support in Ω .
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let u ∈ W 1,2(Ω), we say that u is a harmonic (subharmonic, superharmonic) function if for any positive function
φ ∈ W 1,20 (Ω), it holds that
E(u, φ) =
∫
Ω
〈∇u,∇φ〉 = 0 ( 0, 0). (2.3)
Remark 2.6. According to this deﬁnition, u is a harmonic (subharmonic, superharmonic, resp.) function means
∫
Ω
φu = 0
( 0, 0, resp.) for any positive function φ ∈ W 1,20 (Ω). It can be understood in the sense of weak Laplacian. Then this
deﬁnition of harmonic (subharmonic, superharmonic) function coincides with the classical one.
Remark 2.7. For subharmonic function u in X , by Deﬁnition 2.5, it is easy to show the following Caccioppoli-type inequality
holds for any v ∈ W 1,20 (X),∫
X
v2|∇u|2  4
∫
X
u2|∇v|2. (2.4)
In fact, selecting the test function φ = v2u in (2.3), then by Hölder inequality, one can get the desire result.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
According to Colding and Minicozzi’s work [4], for completing the proof of Theorem 1.1, we only need to show the
following three lemmas hold.
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Then X has doubling property, i.e., there exists constant CD such that vol(B(x,2r)) CD vol(B(x, r)) holds for all x ∈ X and all r ∈R+ .
Proof. In [20], Zhang and Zhu proved Ric  0 ⇒ CD(0,n). For Alexandrov space with curvature-dimension condition
CD(0,n), Sturm [16] showed the generalized Brunn–Minkowski inequality, and which implies the Bishop–Gromov relative
volume comparison. Then it is easy to show vol(B(x,2r)) CD vol(B(x, r)) holds. The proof is completed. 
Lemma 3.2 (Poincaré inequality). Let X be an n-dimensional complete noncompact Alexandrov space with nonnegative Ricci curva-
ture. Then for any f ∈ W 1,2(X) we have∫
B(x,r)
| f − f B |2  C(n, r) · r2
∫
B(x,r)
|∇ f |2, (3.1)
where f B = 1vol(B(x,r))
∫
B(x,r) f .
In order to prove Lemma 3.2, we need the following two propositions. Firstly, we present the so called segment inequality
on Alexandrov spaces, which easily follows from the consequence of von Renesse [15].
Proposition 3.3. Let (X, | · ·|,vol) be an n-dimensional complete noncompact Alexandrov space with nonnegative Ricci curvature. Let
A1, A2 ⊂ BR be measurable subsets contained in a geodesic R-ball and let g : B2R →R be a nonnegative measurable function, it holds∫
A1
∫
A2
|xy|∫
0
g
(
γxy(s)
)
dsdxdy  c(n, R) · R · (vol(A1) + v vol(A2)) · ∫
B2R
g(z)dz, (3.2)
where γxy be minimal geodesic connecting x and y with arc-parametrization.
By this segment inequality, we can show the following weaker Poincaré inequality.
Proposition 3.4. Let X be an n-dimensional complete noncompact Alexandrov space with nonnegative Ricci curvature. Then for any
f ∈ W 1,2(X) we have∫
B(x,r)
| f − f B |2  C(n, r) · r2
∫
B(x,2r)
|∇ f |2. (3.3)
Proof. Since Lipschitz continuous functions are dense in W 1,2, we only need to prove the inequality (3.3) holds for locally
Lipschitz continuous functions. Given a Lipschitz function f and a geodesic γxy(s), the following Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
holds:
∣∣ f (y) − f (x)∣∣2  { |xy|∫
0
∣∣∇ f (γxy(s))∣∣ds
}2
 |xy|
|xy|∫
0
∣∣∇ f (γxy(s))∣∣2 ds.
Using Proposition 3.3, one can compute∫
Br
∣∣ f (x) − f B ∣∣2  1
vol(Br)
∫
Br
∫
Br
∣∣ f (y) − f (x)∣∣2 dxdy
 r
vol(Br)
∫
Br
∫
Br
|xy|∫
0
∣∣∇ f (γxy(s))∣∣2 dsdxdy
 C(n, r) · r
2
vol(Br)
{
vol(Br) + vol(Br)
} ∫
B2r
|∇ f |2
= 2C(n, r) · r2
∫
B2r
|∇ f |2.
This completes the proof. 
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property and the weaker Poincaré inequality implies Poincaré inequality in Lemma 3.2. For simplicity, we omit the proof.
Readers can also refer to [6,7] for other proof of the Poincaré inequality.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we only need to show the following reverse Poincaré inequality for
harmonic functions on Alexandrov spaces. This is the only place where harmonicity is used. In [19], Yau ﬁrst proved the
reverse Poincaré inequality for harmonic functions on Riemannian manifolds.
Lemma 3.5 (Reverse Poincaré inequality). Let X be an n-dimensional complete noncompact Alexandrov space with nonnegative Ricci
curvature. If u is harmonic function on X, then for any r, s > 0, it holds
r2
∫
B(p,r)
|∇u|2  4s−2
∫
B(p,(1+s)r)
u2. (3.4)
Proof. We deﬁne the function v(x) as
v(x) =
⎧⎨⎩
1, |xp| < r;
{(1+ s)r − |xp|}/sr, r  |xp| < (1+ s)r;
0, |xp| (1+ s)r.
It is easy to show that |∇v| 1/sr. By Remark 2.7, substituting the above v(x) into the inequality (2.4) we get
r2
∫
B(p,r)
|∇u|2 = r2
∫
B(p,r)
v2|∇u|2
 r2
∫
B(p,(1+s)r)
v2|∇u|2
 4r2
∫
B(p,(1+s)r)
u2|∇v|2
 4s−2
∫
B(p,(1+s)r)
u2.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. And hence by the above three lemmas, applying the procedures of Colding and
Minicozzi’s proof in [4], we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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